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Abstract- The extension approach of frequent itemset mining
can be applied to discover the relations among documents.
Several schemes, i.e., n-gram, stemming, stopword removal and
term weighting, can be applied to form different document
representations for mining. It is necessary to formulate a bench-
mark for comparing the quality of discovered relations extracted
from various document representations. This work proposes a
series of evaluation criteria, called order accumulative citation
matrix, which is formulated from the citation information in
the publications. A new measure, called validity, is presented
to reflect the validity (or quality) of discovered relations based
on the proposed evaluation criteria. Regarding to the dataset,
the expected validity is determined as a baseline for each set
of discovered relations. With more than 10,000 documents, the
experimental results show that the document document relations
using bigram as term definition are more valid than those using
unigram with a gap of 13% to 35%. Although the term frequency
weighting can improve the validity of discovered document
relations when applying unigram as term definition, the binary
weighting performs better in the case of bigram. Comparing
to the baseline, the results show that the discovered document
relations are significantly more valid than the expectation with
the factor of 10 to 1,000.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, explosive growth in research publication has
made the difficulty for researchers to follow the state of the
art in their area of interest. The large volume of information
brings about serious hindrance for researchers to position their
own works against existing works, or to find useful relations
between them [1], [2], [3]. Although the publication of each
work may include a list of related publications as its reference,
it is still impossible to include all related works due to either
intentional reasons (e.g., limitation of paper length) or uninten-
tional reasons (e.g., naively unknown). Enormous meaningful
connections that permeate the literatures may remain hidden.
So far although there have been several approaches to find
relations among texts, still very few attempts are made to fully
automate the process of discovering relations at the level of
document [4]. Some works proposed citation analysis based
on so-called bibliographic coupling [1] and co-citation [2]).
Although they were successfully applied in several works [5],
[6], [7] to obtain topical-related documents, they are not fully
automated with a lot of labor intensive tasks.

Towards these problems, The extended approach of frequent
itemset mining was proposed in [8] to extract connections
of topical-related documents. However, a set of discovered

relations is varied according to the scheme of term definition
and term weighting used to form document representation.
Even if we get a set of relations, it is not an easy task
to evaluate which set of relations is better than the others.
In this work, we propose a standard evaluation method to
measure the validity of discovered relations extracted from
various combination of term definition and term weighting
schemes. Using citation information in the publications, we
can formulate a series of order accumulate citation matrix
as the evaluation criteria. Based on this evaluation criteria,
the validity is originally proposed to reflect the quality of
discovered relations. Moreover, we present an approach to
calculate the baseline by expecting the validity of discovered
relations regardless to the difficulty level of evaluation criteria.

In the rest, section 2 gives a background of extended
frequent itemset mining for document relation discovery. More
detailed explanations can be found in [8]. Section 3 proposed
an evaluation method which consists of a series of definitions
formulated from citation information and the validity measure.
A number of experimental results using the proposed validity
measure as a measurement are presented, and the comparison
of results with the theoretical baseline is given in section 4.
Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5.

II. EXTENDED FREQUENT ITEMSET MINING FOR
DOCUMENT RELATION DISCOVERY

Unlike most frequent itemset mining (FIM) works on
Boolean-valued database, the extended approach addresses to
mine frequent itemsets from a real-valued database. Here, the
real value indicates a weight of an attribute in the transaction.
In the task of mining frequent itemsets, minimum support
(mitnsup), a user-specified threshold, is used to filter out the
itemsets of which their supports lower than this threshold,
considered as infrequent itemsets. By encoding documents as
items and terms in the documents as transactions. a frequent
itemset that we can find will be in the form of "a set of
documents" (later called docset) which share a large number
of terms.

Let D be a set of documents where D {di, d2, ...dm}
and T be a set of terms where fT {ti,t2,...,tn}. Let
w(di, tj) represent a weight between a document di and a
term tj. A subset of D is called a docset where a subset of T
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is called a termset. A docset X X{1,X2, ...,Xk} C D with
k documents is called k-docset.

Traditionally, the support of an itemset is defined by a
percentage of the number of transactions in which that itemset
occurs as a subset to the total number of all transactions
in a database. Extended to the real-valued database, the
conventional definition of support has to be generalized to take
item weights into consideration instead of only item existences
as in boolean-valued database. To this end, the equation of
support needs to be extended to support the calculation on
both boolean-valued and real valued databases as follows.

(1)

This new equation of support still preserves two closure
properties of itemsets [9], i.e., downward closure property ("all
subsets of a frequent itemset are also frequent"), and upward
closure property ("all supersets of an infrequent itemset are
also infrequent"). So far these properties have been applied
in most existing FIM algorithms to reduce large computa-
tional time. From the extended frequent itemset mining, each
discovered docset is in the form of set of documents where
all documents in a set are assumed to be related with each
other. In the document-term database, various combination
of term definition and term weighting schemes, i.e., n-gram,
stemming, stopword removal and term weighting, can be ap-
plied to formulate many document representations. With those
different document representations, different sets of docsets
will be discovered. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the
quality of discovered docsets based on some reliable criteria.

III. THE PROPOSED EVALUATION METHOD

This sections presents a method to use citations (refer-
ences) among documents in scientific publication collection
to evaluate the quality of discovered relations. Intuitively two
documents are expected to be related under either of the three
basic situations; (1) one document cites to the other (direct
citation), (2) both documents cite to the same document (co-
citation) [2] and (3) both documents are cited by the same
document (bibliographic coupling) [1]. An analysis of citation
have been applied for several interesting applications [5], [6],
[7].

Besides these basic situations, two documents may be
related to each other via a more complicated concept, called
transitivity. For example, if a document A cites to a document
B, and transitively the document B cites to a document
C, then one could assume a relation between A and C.
With the transitivity property, the concepts of order citation
is originally proposed to express both direct and indirect
connections between two documents. With the assumption that
a direct or indirect connection between two documents implies
topical relation among them, such connection can be used for
evaluating the results of document relation discovery.

In the rest of this section, an introduction of the u-th order
citation and v-th order accumulative citation matrix are given.

The so-called validity is proposed as a measure for evaluating
discovered docsets using information in the citation matrix.
Finally, the baseline is mathematically defined by exploiting
the concept of expected validity.

A. The Citation Network and Its Matrix

Conceptually citations among documents in scientific
publication collection form a citation network, where a
node corresponds to a document and an arc corresponds to
the citation of a document to another document. Based on
this citation network, the formulation of direct and indirect
citations can be defined in the terms of the u-th order citation
and the v-th order accumulative citation matrix as follows.

Definition 1 (the u-th order citation): For x, y C D, y is the
u-th order citation of x iff the number of arcs in the shortest
path between x to y in the citation network is u (u > 1).
Conversely, x is also called the u-th order citation of y.

Fig. 1. An example of a citation network.

For example, given a set of six documents
di, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6 e ED and a set of six citations, d1
to d2, d2 to d3 and d5, d3 to d5, and d4 to d3 and d6, the
citation network can be depicted as shown in Figure 1. In
the figure, d2 is the first, d3 and d5 is the second, d4 is the
third, and d6 is the fourth-order citation of the document d1.
As one more example, dl, d3 and d5 is the first, d4 is the
second, and d6 is the third-order citation of the document
d2. Note that even there is a direction of citation, it is not
taken into account since the task we focus is to detect a
sort of document relations where the citation direction is not
concerned. Moreover, with only textual information without
explicit citation or temporal information, it is hard to find the
direction of the citation among any two documents.

Based on the concept of the u-th order citation, the v-th
order accumulative citation matrix is introduced to express a
set of citation relations stating whether any two documents
can be transitively reached each other by the shortest path
shorter than v + 1.

Definition 2 (the v-th order accumulative citation
matrix): Given a set of n distinct documents, the v-th order
accumulative citation matrix (for short, v-OACM) is an n x n
matrix, each element of which represents the citation relation
6' between two documents x, y where u(x, y) = 1 when x

is the u-th order citation of y and u < v, otherwise Ju(X, y)
= 0. Note that v (XI y) = uv(y, x) and uv(XI x) = 1.
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doc. di d2 d3 d4 d5 d6
d2 1 1 1 0 1 0
d3 0 1 1 1 1 0
d4 0 0 1 1 0 1
d5 0 1 1 0 1 0
d6 0 0 0 1 0 1

doc. dl d2 d3 d4 ds d6

d2 1 1 1 1 1 0
d3 1 1 1 1 1 1
d4 0 1 1 1 1 1
d5 1 1 1 1 1 0
d6 0 0 1 1 0 1

doc. T d2 d3 d4 d5 1d6
d2 1 1 1 1 1 1
d3 1 1 1 1 1 1
d4 1 1 1 1 1 1
d5 1 1 1 0 1 1
d6 01 111111

v-validity of a docset X (X C D), denoted by SU(X), is
defined as follows.

1-OACM

Sv (X)

2-OACM

3-OACM

Fig. 2. 1-OACM, 2-OACM and 3-OACM.

Mapping to the previous example, the 1-OACM, 2-OACM
and 3-OACM can be created as shown in Figure 2. The 1-
OACM can be straightforwardly constructed from a set of
the first-order citation (direct citation). The (v + 1)-OACM
(mathematically denoted by A'+1) can be recursively created
from the operation between v-OACM (A') and 1-OACM (A1)
according to the following formula.

maxxEx (ZEyXAyzx 0 (X, Y))
lx- I (3)

Here, &' (x, y) is the citation relation defined in by Definition
2. In the equation, we can observe that the v-validity of a
docset is ranging from 0 to 1, i.e., 0 < SU(X) < 1. The
v-validity achieves the minimum (i.e., 0) when there is no
citation relation among any document in the docset. On the
other hand, it achieves the maximum (i.e., 1) when there is
at least one document that has a citation relation with all
documents in a docset. Intuitively, the validity of a bigger
docset tends to be lower than a smaller docset. To get the
same value of validity, a bigger docset needs to have more
citation relations than a shorter one since it has a larger value
of denominator (IX -1).

In practical, instead of an individual docset, the whole set of
discovered docsets need to be evaluated. The easiest method is
to exploit an arithmetic mean. However, it is not fair to directly
use the arithmetic mean since a bigger docset tends to have a
lower validity than a smaller one. We need a consolidation
method that reflects the docset size in the summation of
validities. One of reasonable methods is to use the concept
of weighted mean, where each weight reflects the docset size.
Given a set of discovered docsets F, the v-validity of a set f
(later called set v-validity)), denoted by Sv (F), can be defined
as follows.

-V E, J7x wx x SI (X)
-

ExEJWX(2)

where V is an OR operator, A is an AND operator, a'U is the
element at the i-th row and k-th column of the matrix AI and
so forth. Note that v-OACM is a symmetric matrix.

B. Validity: Quality of Document Relations

This section defines the validity which is used as a measure
for evaluating the quality of the discovered docsets. The
concept of validity calculation is to investigate how much
documents in a discovered docset are related to each other
in the citation network. Based on this concept, the most
preferable situation is that all documents in a docset directly
cite to and/or are cited by at least one document in that
docset, and thereafter they form one connected group. Since
in practice only few references are given in a document, it is
quite rare and unrealistic that all related documents cite to each
other. As the generalization, we can assume that all documents
in a discovered docset should cite to and/or are cited by each
other within a specific range in the citation network. Here, the
shorter the specific range is, the more restrict the evaluation is.
With the concept of v-OACM stated in the previous section,
we can realize this generalized evaluation by a so-called v-th
order validity (for short, v-validity), where v corresponds to
the specific range mentioned above. The formulation of the

(4)

where wx is the weight of a docset X. In this work, wx is set
to IX -1, the maximum value that the validity of the docset
X can gain. For example calculation, given the 1-OACM in
Figure 2 and f = {djd2,djd2d4}, the set 1-validity of f

-1 1+2x 2 2(i.e., S (.F)) equals to 1x+2

C. The Expected Validity: Baseline

The validity of each docset is varied according to the
difficulty level of the evaluation criteria given by v-OACM.
As stated in the previous section, the lower v is, the more
restrict the evaluation is. This restriction can be assumed as
the difficulty level of evaluation criteria. Referred to equation
2 where the higher-OACM is generalized from the lower-
OACM, only the citation relation (P ) among two documents
which is not existing under the lower-OACM may exist under
the higher-OACM. According to this fact, the probability that
two documents will be related to each other (later called
base probability) under lower-OACM is higher than such
probability under higher-OACM. For example, using the data
in Figure 2, the base probability for 1-, 2- and 3-OACMs
are 0.40 (6/15), 0.73 (11/15) and 0.93 (14/15), respectively.
According to this evidence, the difficulty level of evaluation
criteria for 1-OACM is higher than 2-OACM and 3-OACM,
and it effects to the low value of set v-validity when using
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lower-OACM as the evaluation criteria. This is not fair when
we want to compare the validity of discovered docsets against
different v-OACMs.

Therefore to compare the evaluation based on different v-
OACMs, we need to set up a baseline to represent the expected
validity of a given set of docsets for each individual v-OACM.
Using the concept of expectation, the expected set v-validity,
denoted by E(SU (.F)), can be formulated as follows.

E(S(UF)) E( EX JXXS (X<

Since wx and Sv(X) are independent, therefore

E v(SU,)) ZExEXE(wx) X E(Sv(X))
E(S E cJ:7 E(wx)

Since wx is the constant weighting factor of a docset X
defined by IXI -1, the formula is then reduced to

E(SU(j)E) wx xE(SU(X))(S(.F)>1EXE.7F WX

where E(Sv(X)) is the expected set v-validity of a docset X
defined by

E(Sv(X)) = E (SV(Y) x PV(Yi)) (6)
VYi,Yi G(X)

/(X) is the set of all possible citation patterns for a docset
X, and Pv (Yi) is the generative probability the pattern Yi
estimated from the base probability under v-OACM (pv). The
citation pattern is a form that the documents in a docset cite (or
connect) to one another without citation direction. To clarify
this, the examples of calculation on 2-docset and 3-docset
are described. With the simplest case for a 2-docset, there
is only two citation patterns, i.e., all documents is cited and
all documents is not cited. The expected set v-validity of any
2-docset can be calculated from the equation 6. Given p v as
the base probability under v-OACM and X as any 2-docset,

1 0
E(Sv (X)) = -PV + - ( -Pv) = Pv1 1

To generalize for bigger docset, let's assume another example
for a 3-docset which contains three documents d1, d2 and d3
as its constituents. All possible citation patterns for a 3-docset
are illustrated in Figure 3. Using equation 3 to calculate the
validity of each pattern, we get validity 2/2 for patterns 1-
4, validity 1/2 for patterns 5-7 and validity 0/2 for pattern
8. Given Pv as the base probability under v-OACM, the
probability of citation for each pattern Yi (denoted by PU (Y1))
is also shown in the Figure. Given X as any 3-docset,

E(Sv (X)) = P3 + 3 x p (1Pv) + 3 x PPV(-PV)2
However, these examples show only the calculation on a

single docset, but many docsets are discovered in practical.
Referred to equation 5, the expected set v-validity represents
the weighted mean of validity one expects as the outcome from
a set of discovered docsets. This value can be achieved from

Pattern: Y1
S (Yi): 2/2
P (Yi): Pv

Pattern: Y5
S (Ys): 1/2
Pv(Ys): P X(1_p,)

Pattern: Y2
S (Y2): 2/2
Pv(y2): P,2X(l_p,)

Pattern: Y6
S (Y6): 1/2
Pv(y6): p,X( 1_P,)2

Pattern: Y3
S (Y3): 2/2
pv(y3): pv2X(I_p,)

Pattern: Y7
S (Y7): 1/2
pv(y7): P,X(I_P,)2

Pattern: Y4
S (Y4): 2/2
Pv(y4): p 2X(1_p )

Pattern: Y8
S (Y8): 0/2
P (Ys): (1 -P,)

Fig. 3. All possible patterns for citing 3 documents.

the summation of expectation on the probability of citation for
each docset in a set of discovered docsets, and will be used
as a baseline for evaluation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To study the effect of document representation on the
set v-validity, three term definition and one term weighting
schemes are applied to form various patterns of document
representation for investigation. To define terms in a document,
techniques of n-gram, stemming and stopword removal can be
applied. For the n-gram scheme, either unigram or bigram is
investigated. For the stemming scheme, either stemming or
non-stemming is applied. For the stopword removal scheme,
either stopword removal or non-stopword removal is applied.
For term weighting, either binary weighting or term frequency
weighting are taken into consideration. To study the combina-
tion of these parameters, sixteen characteristics of document
representation for a dataset are generated.

To implement a mining engine, the FP-tree algorithm,
originally introduced in [10], is modified to mine docsets in a
real-valued database. The discovered frequent itemsets which
contain at least two items (discarding 1-docsets) are selected
as discovered docsets, and then ranking such docsets by their
descending supports. To draw the trends of set v-validity when
larger number of knowledge is discovered, the number of
discovered docsets used for evaluation is then varied between
1,000 and 100,000 docsets.

A. Test Collection

There is no gold standard corpus, which is coincident with
the objective of our approach, available as a benchmark for
evaluation. Therefore, a corpus is constructed for this work
by the following reasonable method. Possibly to evaluate by
the citation relation criteria, the scientific research publications
from ACM Digital Library' is then retrieved by the follow-
ing steps. Three classes of CCS (Computing Classification
System); B:Hardware, E:Data and J:Computer, are supplied

1http://www.portal.acm.org
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Fig. 4. Set 1-Validity (left: unigram, right: bigram).

as three search keywords. In each class, top 200 related
publications in PDF format and their information pages in
HTML format are collected as seeds. The links of referenced
publications appearing in the seeds are then crawled to gather
those publications, and hence augment to the set of seeds.
After three iterations, totally 10,817 research publications
are gained and used as a corpus for our experiments. After
converting all collected publications to ASCII text format,
the citation information resides in each text is subsequently
removed by using both manual detection and automatic de-
tection in searching lexical cues, such as "References" and
"Bibliography". Moreover, the information pages which were
collected during corpus construction are used to construct the
v-OACMs which will be further exploited for evaluating the
discovered docsets.

For text pre-processing, various characteristics of document
representation can be generated by using BOW library [11]
as a tool. Although stopword removal scheme can discard
meaningless words, some extracted terms are trivial and neg-
ligible. To solve this, we assumed that the terms with too low
frequencies are unimportant. Using three as a threshold, the
terms which have their frequencies lower than this value are
considered to be insignificant and thus pruned. The number of
terms is dramatically reduced with the factor of 7 to 13. We
also apply a trick for pre-processing text by first generating
the bigrams and then pruning the bigrams which contain
stopwords as their constituents. This will result in getting the
real consecutive pairs of words and compound nouns without
the insertion of stopwords.

B. Experimental Results

For short reference, each pattern of document representation
will be denoted by a 4-digit code. The first digit represents the
usage of n-gram, where 'U' stands for unigram and 'B' means
bigram. The second digit has a value of either 'O' or 'X',
expressing whether the stemming scheme is applied or not.
Also the third digit is either 'O' or 'X', telling us whether
the stopword removal scheme is applied or not. The last
digit indicates which term weighting scheme is applied, where

'B' means binary weighting and 'T' means term frequency
(tf) weighting. For example, 'UXOT' means the document
representation generated by unigram, non-stemming, stopword
removal and tf weighting.

Figure 4 shows the set 1-validity using the unigram (left)
and bigram (right) as the document representations. Each line
in the graph shows the set validity of the given document
representation evaluated by v-OACM. For example, 1 UXOT
is the percentage of set validity for discovered docsets when
applies 'UXOT' as document representation and evaluates
them under 1-OACM. discovered from and evaluation criteria
of each line is encoded by From the figure, some interesting
observations can be made. First, applying stopword removal
obtains a higher set validity in both unigram and bigram
cases. Concretely, the '**O*' gain higher performance than
the '**X*' patterns for the same condition. This result is
consensus with some reports of the other works in IR and TC
areas. Second, stemming is very trivial. There is no dominant
difference between '*X**' and '*O**' patterns for the same
condition. Third, for term weighting, the unigram cases gain
good results when tf weighting is applied ('U**T') while the
binary weighting is useful for the bigram cases ('B**B'). One
possible reason is that tf seems to be an important information
for the small vocabulary in unigram case while it can be
ignored in the bigram case that have rich vocabulary. Fourth,
the trend of set validity becomes lower when the number
of discovered docsets increases in both unigram and bigram
cases. However, the set validity of discovered docsets in the
best case when using bigram ('BXOB') is dramatically higher
than the one in the best case when using unigram ('UXOT')
with the range of approximately 13%-35%. In the other words,
the bigram helps in representing the content of a document
more clearer than the unigram. Furthermore, combining both
unigram and bigram is also investigated, but the result falls
between those of the individual two schemes.

We next evaluate our discovered docsets based on the
2-OACM and 3-OACM by considering on some document
representations which perform best set validity. The results
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Fig. 5. Set 2-Validity and Set 3-Validity

are shown in Figure 5. The set 2-validity and set 3-validity of
discovered docsets are very high since the difficulty level of
evaluation criteria is low when the relations among documents
need not to be the direct citation as described in Section
III-C. Although the set validity evaluated based on 2- or 3-
OACMs is extremely high, but the results perform in the same

way as previously discussed. Moreover, with the number of
discovered docsets increases, the set validity is quite steady in
the unigram case but intensely decreasing in the bigram case.

A set of discovered docsets consists of many docsets with
different sizes. As previously pointed out, an increasing num-

ber of documents in a bigger docset causes the low value of
set validity. In practical, the higher number of bigger docset is,
the lower value of set validity is. Considering only 'UXOB',
'UXOT', 'BXOB' and 'BXOT' as document representations,
Figure 6 shows the number of docsets with different sizes
whereof total 100,000 discovered docsets are considered. Even
the shown graphs are plotted on a specified total number of
discovered docsets, but the trend in each case of the different
number of discovered docsets is similar to the one shown in
Figure 6. In most cases, a set of discovered docsets consists
of larger number of smaller docsets than the bigger ones.

However, using bigram as document representation is distinc-
tively different from the other cases. In a set of discovered
docsets using 'BXOT', a fraction of the number of bigger
docsets to the total number of discovered docsets is relatively
high compared to the other cases. This is another reason why
the term frequency weighting performs worser than binary
weighting in the bigram case.

From our dataset with 10,817 publications, the base prob-
ability that two documents will be related to each other
calculated from the 1-, 2- and 3-OACMs are 6.26 x 10 -4,
1.36 x 10-2 and 9.41 x 10-2, respectively. Using this value
of base probability, we further analyze the expected set validity
as a baseline to compare the relative quality with the actual
set validity. To obviously present the quality of set validity
against the baseline, the set validity and the expected set
validity for 'UXOT' and 'BXOB' under each OACM are

10000 UXOTt; | < osX > ~UXOB
5 1000

1
4.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Docset Length

Fig. 6. The number of docsets in each docset length using 'UXOB', 'UXOT',
'BXOB' and 'BXOT' as document representations whereof total 100,000
discovered docsets are considered.

depicted in the left of Figure 7. In the Figure, the notation
'E' is used to represent the baseline or expected validity
for individual parameter. For simplifying the illustration, the
number of times that the set validity is higher than the expected
set validity (relative validity) for each set of discovered docsets
is shown in the right of Figure 7. The results are shown in the
logarithmic scale over the best document representations for
unigram ('UXOT') and bigram ('BXOB').
As depicted in the left of Figure 7, our approach successes to

mine the docsets which are excessively significant according to
the baseline for this corpus. Both set validity and baseline tend
to be constant in the logarithmic scale when the number of dis-
covered docsets increases. The baseline for the lower-OACM
is quite low compared to the baseline for the higher-OACM.
Even the set validity (continuous line) for the higher-OACM
is high, but the baseline (dashed line) for the higher-OACM
is also high. In the right of Figure 7, it shows the relative
validity of each scheme in the aspect of the number of times
that the set validity is higher than the baseline. In all cases, the
relative validity under 1-OACM is higher than 2-OACM and
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Fig. 7. Set Validity and expected set validity (left), and the ratio of the actual set validity to the expected set validity (right).

3-OACM, respectively. This means that the discovered docsets
are highly valid to the direct citations more than the indirect
citations. For instance with 1,000 discovered docsets using
'UXOT', the relative quality based on 1-, 2- and 3-OACMs are

165.0, 33.4 and 7.5, respectively. Another example with 1,000
discovered docsets using 'BXOB', the relative quality based
on 1-, 2- and 3-OACMs are 685.4, 64.9 and 10.0, respectively.
It is noted that the relative quality is exponentially decreasing
when evaluating based on the higher-OACM. Based on the
same OACM, the relative quality becomes lesser when the
number of discovered docsets increases but it is still better
than the baseline. Undoubtedly, the relative quality of bigram
('BXOB') is truly better than unigram ('UXOT').

V. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a standard evaluation method to mea-

sure the validity of discovered document relations extracted
from the extended frequent itemset mining approach. Specific
to the scientific publication domain, the known information
of citations resided in the documents is applied to formu-
late a series of order accumulate citation matrix used as

an evaluation criteria. The validity is originally proposed to
reflect the quality of discovered document relations. Using the
concept of expectation, an approach to calculate the baseline
for discovered document relations regardless to the difficulty
level of evaluation criteria is also presented in this work. By
formulating a collection of documents as document-term data-
base using various combinations of term definition and term
weighting schemes, several valid document relations based on

their citation information can be discovered. With more than
10,000 documents from a scientific publication collection, the
experimental results show that the set validity of discovered
docsets from the best case when using bigram is excessively
higher than those from the best case when using unigram
with the gap of 13%-35%. Furthermore, the term frequency
weighting scheme can raise the set validity in the unigram
case, while the binary weighting scheme performs better
in the bigram case. The approach successes to retrieve the
document relations which are excessively significant according

to the baseline. Eventually, our proposed evaluation method
can reflect the reasonable results of validity for discovered
document relations.
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